In this document you will find clues for the game. To avoid Spoilers, each puzzle is in a different
page.
1) Access to the investigation file
Clue 1.
In the file you can see some colored squares. The result is the access code to Annas computer.
What do you have? And your partner? Compare.

Clue2.
One of the detectives must share the sequence of 5 shapes and colors they have. This will give
you more information.

RESULT:
The correct sequence is:

Each blue and red square has some letters that are disorganized. The computer gives the order
of the colors and you obtain the word: AMSTERDAM.

2) Annas Computer:
Clue 1.
The post-it might have more information than it appears.

Clue 2.
Find what information on the post-it is not crossed out. Search where is the information to carry
out the instruction on the post-it literally.

Result:
You need to check the voicemail messages! The contacts icon has part of the phone number,
each player has certain numbers. The missing numbers are in Anna’s file.

The phone number is: +12029607814

3) Listen to the voicemail messages!
Clue 1.
You should check the voicemail messages now that you have the phone number.

Clue 2.
CALL THAT NUMBER!

Result
Call the number +12029607814 and listen to the messages: they tell you what to do. You have to
send an email to jack@secretagency666.com. With the subject “Anna”

4) You have received an email from Jack
Clue1.
Check the email and access the link. Try to understand what jack send you. You will need to
complete the sequence. (You and your partner have different things)

Clue 2.
Where in annas desktop does it ask for a password formed from 2 parts, red and green?

Result.
In jack’s email, he sends you 4 puzzles, that solved give you 6 letters and 6 numbers. You should
access Anna’s email with the code:

DEGDFH656441.

5) I have accessed Annas email!
Clue 1.
Check the last email, it contains important information.

Clue 2.
Both you and your partner have to see the video, it has important information for each one of you.

Result
Inside the video you will find, for a couple of seconds, the key to the .zip file that is in Annas desktop.
To solve it, you need to identify the order of the characters that appear in the video. The conversion
between character and number appears in the other player’s email.
The result is: 2073

6) I have opened the zip file!
Clue 1.
Check the following files:

Clue 2.
Have you found the registry file? Where is it? You should see if you can use it for something. Your
partner might have different information.

Clue 3.
In the registry file, one detective has the instructions in the shape of arrows, while the other
detective has an initial point marked with an arrow. If you follow the directions, you will get three
months of the year. You will need this information to enter the Sectarium webpage.
→→↓←↓↓↓
→↓←↑→↑←↓←
↓→↓←↓→→↑→↓←↓↓

Result:
June, September, May

7) I have logged into Sectarium
Clue 1.
You need to send a WhatsApp or telegram, but the phone number is disassembled.

Clue 2.
With your partners help, join the pieces of the puzzle. This will give you a phone number.

Result:
Send a WhatsApp or telegram to +34632631953, with the message: “Sign me up”. The system will
ask you some questions. The result will give you a set of coordinates to a cult event.

8) I have the coordinates!

Clue 1.
Find out where you can use these coordinates.

Clue 2.
The coordinates are a future crime scene. You must tell someone!

Result:
In Anna’s Desktop there is an option to send police. You must insert the coordinates there.
You will also need to know Annas favorite animal, and your detective credential

9) Annas favorite Animal?
Clue 1.
In Facebook there is a lot of personal information of Anna

Clue 2.
Check her images

Result: Butterfly

10) Where is my credential
Check your email!!

